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Goals

Evaluate workload performance on GPU and other Accelerators

Centralized management of distributed resources

Multi cluster, Multi cloud

( growing weekly, adding new use cases to this setup )



Setup
ArgoCD with multiple Kubernetes clusters configured

Some at CERN, some in external clouds

Classes of services running in the clusters

Infra: basic components for monitoring, registry, etc

Workloads: the multiple GPU/Accelerator workloads we want to test

… ( currently being expanded for other use cases )

Mostly based on Helm charts … one recent use case with Kustomize





Clusters
All using the specific cloud managed services

CERN: OpenStack Magnum cluster

AWS: EKS cluster in US East

Azure: AKS cluster in East US

GCP: GKE cluster in us-central1-a, one more in us-central1-c

Using preemptible / spot instances

Node group per card type configured with Cluster Auto Scaling, with min-size: 0





Configuration
A new cluster added to the system

Automatically gets all the basic infra services

Receives workloads based on a static policy (ex: workload/gpu type pairs)

clusters:
  cern:
    cern-main:
      gpus: ["v100", "t4"]
  google:
    gke-uscentral1-c:
      gpus: ["p4", "k80", "p100", "v100", “a100”]
    gke-uscentral1-a:
      gpus: ["t4"]
...

...
  azure:
    aks-eastus:
      gpus: ["m60", "k80", "p4", "p100", "v100"]
  aws:
    eks-eastus:
      gpus: ["k80", "m60", "t4", "v100"]





Monitoring
Prometheus instance per cluster (part of the Infra setup)

Central aggregation in the CERN cluster for workload metrics

Using built-in Prometheus federation, no Thanos, no Cortex for now

mtail / regex exposing metrics from parsed logs

Running as a sidecar for each workload container

https://github.com/google/mtail

https://github.com/google/mtail




GPU Evaluation
Performance of different workloads in all available cards

Results exposed as Prometheus metrics, collected centrally

Currently deployed workloads

Simpletrack: simplified version of the SixTrack software

Madgraph4gpu: porting of the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO event generator

Fitting / PyHF: pure-python fitting/limit-setting/interval estimation HistFactory-style

ML/3DGAN: Generative Adversarial Networks for fast simulation



What’s in a GPU workload definition?
Container with the code and command definition

Sidecar exposing a Prometheus endpoint for metric collection

Helm chart to simplify deployment and configuration





Sample Results
Reports automatically generated from Prometheus metrics

Sample graph for Fitting
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Other Details
Node Pools are created with the gpu card added as a label to trigger auto scaling

    Ex: gcloud container node-pools create --accelerator=type=nvidia-tesla-T4,count=1

--enable-autoscaling --min-nodes 0 --max-nodes x --node-labels gpu=T4 ...

Handling of GPUs is slightly different in GCP

Attached to any VM flavor vs dedicated flavors in AWS and Azure

GPU nodes are tainted nvidia.com/gpu=present:NoSchedule

ExtendedResourceToleration admission controller adds the toleration

When nvidia.com/gpu: … is set in the resource request



Future Work
Setup is generic and is being extended for more than just workload evaluation

ResourceQuota, OPA, PSP, etc

Finalizing document with knowledge built on K8s on public cloud experiences

Ping me if you have a workload you would like to try out

GPU, TPU, IPU, FPGA, or anything else really...


